
Description: This report covers the global market for mmwave Point-to-Point radios (PTP). In depth historical unit shipment data is provided for 2014 with a six-year forecast from 2015-2020 also included. Detailed unit shipment data by OEM is provided for 2014. Low/Medium and High Capacity radios including TDM/optical/ethernet/hybrid solutions covering 5-86GHz.

New product categories in the forecast include:
- 60GHz 5Gbps, 10Gbps
- 71-86GHz 5Gbps, 10Gbps

The following is a partial listing of OEMs that are included in this report: Alcatel-Lucent, Aviat Networks, Ceragon Networks, DragonWave, ELVA-1, Ericsson, Huawei, Intracom Telecom, Moseley Associates, NEC, SAF Tehnika, SIAE Microelettronica, Siklu, & ZTE

Features
- 2014 PTP Shipments by OEM
- 2014 PTP Shipments by Frequency
- 2014 PTP Shipments by Geography
- 2015-2020 PTP Shipment Forecast by Capacity
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